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Sonny in SC
That’s not a typo about
the weather. It was an honor
to host my friend Sonny
Perdue, the U.S. Secretary
of Agriculture, in our home
last month! When I learned
that Secretary Perdue was
coming to Charleston for the
eclipse, Blanche and I--like
any South Carolinians would
do--invited him to stay the
night with us. When his
staff realized there were “no
rooms in the inn”  due to the
eclipse, they accepted our
hospitality. 
We have known Sonny
since he was governor of
Georgia, and I have been in
several meetings with him
recently. It was special
to have a relaxed Sunday
afternoon chat with him, both
as my friend, as well as the
most important friend our
farmers have in Washington.
A neighbor dairy farmer
stopped by to meet the
Secretary, and the three of
us compared dairy stories.
Blanche went all out for
supper, and Sonny really
enjoyed her cooking. She
served caprese salads,
steaks, and roasted Brussel
sprouts and her famous
rhubarb pie for dessert. What
a hit! We had some nearby
SC business fr iends of
Sonny’s join us for a very
relaxing evening. 
Monday morning was time
for the Secretary to go to
work. We were delighted
that nearly 200 farmers
and others representing
all aspects of agriculture
took part in a Farmer
Listening Forum held in the
yard.  Prior to meeting with
the full group assembled,  
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The forest industry produces not only
the most valuable commodity in the state, but it
is also one of the least known and appreciated.
Despite budget and staff cutbacks, the SC
Forestry Commission has been managing one
of the most efficient agencies in the state for
the past 90 years.
S.C. State Forester Gene Kodama presented
an overview of the forest industry to the
SC Agriculture Commission at its August
meeting. With forests
covering two thirds of
the state, t imber is
the state’s number one






impact on the state,”
he told the group.  The
head of the agency
shared a number of
interesting facts with
the commission. 
The agency’s five state forests – Sandhills,
Manchester, Poe Creek, Wee Tee and
Harbison —encompass 94,000 acres.  Not
many people realize that 25 percent of the rev-
enue from those forests goes to the school dis-
tricts in their counties of origin, Kodama
explained. The Commission is the only agency
to do so, providing about $700,000 annually.
But 87 percent of the state’s forests--13
mil l ion acres--are in private hands.
Fortunately, growth greatly outweighs
harvest, so the industry has a bright future
for its 207,000 landowners and 84,000
workers. Agency staff assist landowners
with management, protection, resource
development, information and education for
forests across the state.  
In addition to offering management advice,
the agency protects the forests from
insects, disease, and fire. Resource
development includes forest inventories,
water quality protection, and seedlings for
reforestation. 
The agency’s incident management team
deals with everything from forest f ires
to f looding, ice storms, and hurricanes.
“We have the only Type II Incident
Management Team in the state,” Kodama
said, explaining that these highly
trained employees can respond quickly
to any emergency,




Mountain fire in the
Upstate, which burned
10,600 acres over 27
days.
“Bulldozers could
not operate in much
of the mountains,”




accomplishment was no loss of l i fe or
property. It took 38 days to control the fire,
but there was no loss of life.” Similarly, the
team assisted with evacuation and recovery
from Hurricanes Joaquin and Matthew, plus
other natural disasters like ice storms and
flooding.
The agency currently has 365 full time
employees, fewer than it had 10 years ago.
Since 2012, it had been able to replace aging
bulldozers with the newer models essential for
the safety of the employees. But their budget
for 2018 is significantly less than it was
10 years ago.
See Forestry, 
continued on page 10
The State of Forestry 
in South Carolina
Photos courtesy of SC Forestry Commission
Timber is No. 1 crop & No. 1 exported commodity 
SC State Forester Gene Kodama
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GRASS CARP, 8-10in,






BREAM, 30¢; Bass, $1.50;
Catfish, 50¢; minnows,
$25/lb; grass carp,






KOI, long & short fin, 4in &











BULLS, 8m/o & up, $975-
1500ea; Charolais bull,
26m/o, $1800; all on pas-
ture. E Rembert; Lee; 843-
687-2165
BRED HEIFERS, 3-4m/o,
bred to Ang bull, had








2 SG BULLS, PB,





from our dairy, most are
halter broke, in milk &




hands on, gentle, V8 b’line,
$2000. Jim Brannan;
Greenville; 864-505-6094
FB BLK ANG BULL, no





15m/o, grade from Amish
dairy in KY, grass-fed,








6 REG CHAR HEIFERS,
open, 12-15m/o, moderate
frame, exc EPDs, ready to
go, $1500ea or all, $8000.
M Clemons; Georgetown;
843-527-4336






BULL, bottle raised, leads




7m/o, polled, red/wht face,
$600; part Hereford, part
Brahma bull, 7m/o, cream
/wht face, $700. Bil ly
Gallman; Newberry; 803-
276-7171






25 REG BLK ANG BULLS,
2 reg SimAng, 4 blk baldy,
7-21m/o, $1500, good
EPD, growth, easy calving,
ferti l i ty tested. Jeff
Hawkins; Anderson; 864-
934-4957
3 REG CHAR BULLS,
9-10m/o, all AI sired, gen-
tle, on feed, good EPD’s,
$1500. Henry Mitchell;
York; 803-627-6142




REG BLK ANG BULLS,
AI sired, 10 m/o, weaned,
vac, wormed, calving ease,
docile, $1400. Lee Clinton;
York; 704-913-6127
BLK ANG BULL, 7m/o, FB
no papers, $1050; ¾ Ang,
¼ Char bull, 7m/o, $800,
w/low birth wts. L Gunter
Lexington, 803-532-7394
PB BLK ANG BULLS.
1-4y/o, $1500up; mature












REG BLK ANG BULLS &
HEIFERS, BSE, Sired Yon









8m/o-younger; blk Ang mix,
bulls, $700; heifers, $650,
Newberry. Ell is Martin;
Lexington; 803-600-9077
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best of the herd, 3+
lbs/day, $1200ea; 1 Ang
bull, 3½y/o, easy settler,
$1800. Bill Harris; Chester;
865-567-1252
4 REG ANG BULLS,
18-24m/o, top AI b’lines,
BSE, $1500up; 10 reg Ang
heifers, 11m/o, $1200ea. all
shots. Steve Sease;
Anderson; 864-304-6313
FALL BORN ‘16 HEIFERS,
600-700lbs, $900-1000ea.
Ned McGill; Anderson; 864-
352-6214
REG ANG BULLS,
7-30m/o, AI & natural
breeding, $900-2500,
del avail. Lynn Shealy;
Lexington; 803-513-5818
REPLACEMENT HEIFERS,
top qual, vac, wormed,
9m/o, blk Baldy, $800up.
Ken Shuler; Orangeburg;
843-708-2201
REG ANG BULL, ai sired
by Hoover Dam,10m/o,
$1400; heifers, Hoover
Dam & Sav b’l ines,
$1200up, vac & wormed.
David Gibbons; Cherokee;
864-839-6705







BULLS, 12m/o, exc b’lines
& dispo, gentle, $1200ea;




1 ULTRA BLK, Bon View
New Design 878, 2y/o,
$2200; 8m/o bull, $1500up;
heifers, $1000. Paul Kicidis;
Union; 864-429-6213
RED DEXTER BULL,










15m/o, Gelb cross, ready
for service, $1250up. C
Hallman; Lexington; 803-
730-4673
REG BLK ANG BULLS,
17m/o & 2y/o, low BW, ex
ft, BSE, free del in SC,
$2500up. Dixon Shealy;
Newberry; 803-629-1174
REG & COM BLK ANG
HEIFERS, 8-10m/o, bunk
broke w/good temperament
& genetics, $1000up; Reg
Ang bulls, $1500up. Kevin
Renwick; Abbeville; 803-
924-0535
REG AKAUSHI HEIFER &






2 BLK BALDY HEIFERS,
top quality, gentle, wormed
& started on grain, $800ea.
Josh Browning; Anderson;
864-947-7105
REG ANG BULLS, 24m/o,
calf ease, exc dispo &
genetics, sired by AI son of
Scotld, Dunlouise Jipsey
Earl, $1800. Hugh Knight;
Orangeburg; 803-539-4674
8 REG ANG COW & CALF
PRS , $1500up. Harley
Neelands; York; 803-684-
3672
5 RED ANG HEIFERS ,
560lb avg wght, $3750 for
all. R Hurley; Laurens; 864-
981-5352




Ads may not be submitted
by commercial dealers.
Farm truck ads must
include a farm vehicle
license plate number.
RRIGATION SYSTEM ,
600ft of 6in, 1200ft of 4in
alum pipe, 30ft sections,
6in Deming pump, no
motor, w/lrg gun, $3400.
David King; Oconee; 864-
647-6188




FA H MODEL TRACTOR,




VESTER, PB, works good,
$15,000. Greg Hyman;
Horry; 843-450-3641
‘13 JD 5075E, 1690hrs,
4x4, cab w/heat, a/c &
radio, 4-n-1 bucket, new
front tires, $35,000. Aaron
Boyd; Aiken; 803-645-9710
DBL AXLE PEANUT
WAGON, GC, $1200obo. D
Burch; Colleton; 352-316-
3060
VERMEER 550I RND HAY
BALER, used ‘17, working




JD 6620 TURBO COM-
BINE, 3360hrs, w/2 16ft




CUTTER, 4 ft, 3ph, shed




w/rotary cutter, $5800. G
Williams; Aiken; 803-663-
3909
‘07 INT REFER TRUCK,
6sp, 245,000 miles,
$20,500; trl for hvy equip,
$2800. Franklin Brown;
Charleston; 843-559-2761. 
CASE 451 , rnd baler,
shed kept, GC, $6000
obo. Eddie Munnerlyn;
Georgetown; 843-933-1079
‘11 GN HORSE TRL, lrg
camp area, awning, hauls 2
horses & wagon, 3 axles
w/brakes, elec hyd jack,
$19,000. Cecil Hooks;
Marion; 843-430-4906
‘87 FORD F350, 6.9, grain
body, runs good; Ford 2000
tractor, gas, GC, $2500ea;
‘49 FA H, 3pt, needs
care, $1200. Lewis Bint;
Barnwell; 803-508-4297
NH 489 HAYBINE, GC,
$2500. Carroll Moore;
Abbeville; 864-933-2306
2R CULT, 3ph, $350; 1 ton
plastic cattle lick tank, sup-
plement feeder, 1whl, $75;
3ph 1 gang 8disc, $100; all
cash. T Carroll; Lexington;
803-760-6290
‘97 INT 4700, w/Chandler
22ft l i t ter spreader,
$25,000; subsoiler, $200;
3ph fert spreader; 4ft aera-
tor, $300ea. Otis Hembree;
Spartanburg; 864-316-1222
JD 332 L&G TRACTOR,
dsl, EC, $2900; JD rotary
ti l ler f i ts JD 345 tractor
used 4x, frt scrape, cult, all
$350, more. Dan Morrison;
Anderson; 803-487-1633
CUB-FA, w/5ft Woods belly
mower, new batt, clutch, psi
plate, shed kept, in working
condit ion, $2500. Mark
Tinsley; Spartanburg; 864-
809-7715
DISK HARROW, 8 disk
single axle, $100; 3ph rake,
$25; 1r Covington planter,




TOPSOIL SCREEN , dsl
over elec, $8000; topsoil
screen dsl over hydraulic,
$10,000, both need repairs.
Ben Snipes; Lancaster;
803-289-7821
‘91 INT 4000, series 4700,
dsl, sleeper, 14ft dump
bed, $3000; Oliver grain




pull type, shed kept, GC,
$175. Robert Withers;
Charleston; 843-768-0743
FORD 861 TRACTOR, dsl,
$5500. James Malphrus;
Dorchester; 843-821-8172
INT 844 CORN HEADER,
f ield ready, $1400 obo;
Woods 14ft bush hog
w/shredder package,




spacing, new 26in disk &





model LV2546 w/ZTS quick





500gal truck mounted, 30in
fan, JD engine, runs good,
$3500. David Wilson;
Greenville; 864-303-3286
MF 4 BOTTOM PLOW,
mod 75, $400; Dadant 8




PC 10ft pull type cutter
conditioner, GC, $3500; MF




plant, cover, cult i-pack,
grain drill, all in one, 8ft,
$7K obo. James Mace;
Berkeley; 843-553-7372
JD 5020 TRACTOR, for
parts, engine no good,
more, $2200; ‘50 JD MT
tractor, converted to 12v,








1063 6NR corn header,
$5000; 844 4wr corn head-
er, $1500. Norman Corbett;
Clarendon; 803-452-5069
7X14 TRL, dual axle, metal
floor, 12in sides, tool box,
metal ramps, $1300 obo.
John Horton; Lancaster;
803-475-3194
JD 24T SQ BALER ,
plunger tight, good cham-
ber, having trouble w/tying,
$800 obo. Perry Bishop;
York; 803-379-0097
VINTAGE CATERPILLAR
EQUIP, rebuilt D4 engine
never installed, more, all
i tems less than $5000.
Daniel Verdin; Greenville;
864-270-7251
‘52 FA SC, GC, new rear
tires, $2300. Eddie Pack;
Spartanburg; 864-587-7728
‘73 FORD F800, litter, lime
spreader truck, 14ft SS
steel body, 5speed, 2
speed axle, air brakes, 391
gas $4500. Brian Henry;
Anderson; 864-617-6436
FARM KING SEED
CLEANER, new, ‘16 model
480, loading auger, smalls




JD 2020, w/ldr, 2 & 4r set
of cultivators, tractor, tires
& hydraulics in GC,
$10,500. Ronny Wilson;
Anderson; 864-356-6959
NH 740 RND BALER, auto
string wrap, GC, $8500.
Ralph Sease; Bamberg;
803-707-7070
HESSTON PT 10 HAY
CONDITIONER , new
guards, cutter bar, knives,
belt, field ready, cuts LN,
spare PT 10pts, $1500.
Alex Stone; Greenvil le;
864-836-0690
NH 310 SQ BALER ,
w/bale skies, $2500; ‘42




fork, auger drive & bits, tree
puller, boom, $500-1800. B
Zsigmond; Spartanburg;
864-680-8747
HAY RAKE, V configura-
tion, 12 whls w/center kick-




TRACTOR, 4wd, dsl, GC,
w/4ft bush hog, $5000.
Bascomb Love; Cherokee;
864-812-2821
MF 9 SHANK CHISEL
PLOW, GC, $1000. James
Stokes; Lee; 803-229-2277
IH 5500 CHISEL PLOW,
9 shank, 3ph, $1750.
Randell Wilson; Abbeville;
864-378-4924
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‘54 FORD JUBILEE,
restored, EC, $4500,
w/King Kutter; 6ft finishing
mower, GC, 6ft Bush Hog,
$900. Harold James;
Pickens; 864-878-4134
1086 INT TRACTOR ,




MF 220 SQ BALER ,
$2400. Bobby Page;
Spartanburg; 864-494-2501
NH 260 & 256 RAKES,
w/V-rake dolly, $2800; NH
56 rake, $800; 3ph 5ft fin-
ish mower, new belt &
blades, $800. Ryan Lindler;
Lexington; 803-603-2484
‘52 FA CUB , 1 owner,
overhauled, Woods belly
mower, rear tire good, front
worn, $2890. Jud Pardue;
Fairfield; 803-337-3536
NH LB75 B BACKHOE,
4x4, cab ac, bucket, forks,
stacking rake, 12,24,36in
buckets thumb, $32,000.
Brian Rikard; Oconee; 706-
491-1111
HOLLAND TRANS-
PLANTER, 2r, $500. Roy
Estridge; Anderson; 864-
296-0431
‘11 JD 3975 CHOPPER,
pull type, kernel processor,
metal alert, w/3r narrow
corn head, f ield ready,
$28,000. Lee Haddon;
Cherokee; 864-814-9662
INT BACKHOE 3600A ,
dsl, runs good, digs, loads,
has leaks, $6000. Jeffrey
Hallman; Orangeburg; 803-
707-3268
‘06 EXISS, 3H sl fac, living
qtr, elec, gas heat, ac, full
bath, elec, jack, awning,
$22,500. Edward Bell;
Wil l iamsburg; 843-933-
0589
‘60 JD 730, dsl, ES, 3ph,
ps, fenders, engine RB,




‘06 EXISS, 27ft GN 3h sl,
ful l  l iving qtrs, tack rm,
used little, $22,000. Irving
Jeffcoat; Lexington; 803-
894-3724
‘72 GORE 2 HORSE TRL,
lights, brakes, solid floor,
new tires. $900. Harold
Wright; Cherokee; 864-
838-4763
4 BOTTOM PLOWS, $350.
Marvin Bradley; Lancaster;
803-416-3135
‘77 NEW IDEA CORN




PICKER, 4wd, $4000; Int
766 tractor, $5000, Keith
Allen; Dillon; 843-845-2298
FORD 8N TRACTOR ,
looks & runs very good,
$3250. Robert Hood;
Greenville; 864-834-4864
JD 5303 TRACTOR ,
164hrs, 3ph harrow,
5ft  box scrape, 6ft bush





CUTTER, 9ft cut. $4000;
Morra MH 530 3ph tedder,
4 beater, 17ft width, $1500
or $5000 for both. Robert
Hilton; Dorchester; 843-
834-2340
SQ BALE HAY SYSTEM,
JD 730, NH 365 baler,




MF 35, EC, hi-lo trans, new
seat, paint, good tires,
$3500 firm; 5ft KC finish
mower, $800; scoop pan,
$150. Harold Spires;
Lexington; 803-413-3789
JD 4020 , 1000hrs on
motor, $8500; JD 4640,
6575hrs, w/18ft folding
harrow, ext axles, $22,000,
both 1owner. Richie Ellis;
Allendale; 803-259-0548
‘17 ALUMA ALUM TRL,
20ft, tilt bed, leds 50in air
dam, new, $6200. Anthony
Carroll; Anderson; 864-
314-2111




TOR , 13hrs, $12,000;




TRL, SL, GN, barn kept,




mower, turf tires, needs
carb work, 1 mower blade
bearing, $1250. Will iam
Shirley; Anderson; 864-
287-9728
JD GRAIN DRILL 8200,
dbl disc openers w/packing
whls, $2500; Rhino 7ft cut-
ter, 3ph, $1200. Ben
Knight; Greenville; 864-
395-1612
IH 715D COMBINE, duals,
dsl, hydro, a/c, 844 corn &




2 sections, $200; hay spear
for JD ldr, $200. Justin
Howe; Newberry; 803-944-
1065
3PT CHISEL PLOWS, 27
shk, 14ft gauge whls, $800;
12 shk, 12ft w/gauge whls,
$800; 9 shk, 10ft on tool
bar, $400; more. John
Leland; Saluda; 803-608-
1632
‘08 JD 348 SQ BALER,
GC, f ield ready, $6200.
Norman Nettles; Barnwell;
803-571-0092
48FT DROP DECK TRL,
Tarasport 1992, 2 ramp
sets, 2 metal toolboxes,
holds over 30 rnd hay
bales, $6100 obo. R
Darling; Edgefield; 509-
947-8903
DUETZ ALLIS 9150 ,
3800hrs, frt weights, duals,
$12,500; weights for JD
3020 or 4020, 3 wts & side
arms, $500. Ray Ward;
Clarendon; 803-473-3355
JD 328 SQ BALER, shed
kept, EC, $4500 obo;
7.5x24ft hay tr l  w/side





rear wheel whts, rear tires
& rims good, $500. Jimmie
Boland; Saluda; 864-445-
2621
INT 153, 4r cultivator, 3ph
on 36in rows, GC, shed
kept, $500. Jason Nichols;
Saluda; 864-992-2753
LNDSCP BED, w/hd board,




2r tree planter, 3ph, $340;
6ft disk, 3ph, $350, David
Wannamaker; Calhoun;
803-682-2117
IH 510 DRILL, 14r, w/press
whls, GC, $2800, cash





6ft r centers, spray 3r/side,
36in bed top, $32k. Chris
Cogdill; Clarendon; 803-
488-0022
2 FORD 8N TRACTORS,
for parts, does not
run, $600ea. Gene Butts;
Oconee; 864-723-1836
‘04 IHI MINI EXCAVATOR,
2900hrs, 18in bucket,
6000#, rubber tracks, good
u/c, EC, $13,000. Todd
Benton; Dorchester; 843-
832-3065
‘52 FORD 8N, GC, $3000;
20ft Stoll GN trl, 24 ton
w/4ft dove tail, $6500; 7ft
JD scrape blade, $1000.
Jimmy Wilson; Anderson;
864-338-5506
NH 644 BALER , auto
wrap belt, $5500. Ralph
Rothrock; Greenwood;
864-554-0407
JD COMBINE 3300 ,





DOZER, 325hp, w/big tires
& pan, $10,000. Elihu
Wigington; Anderson; 864-
859-2692
CAT 933 TRACK LDR ,
4 way bucket, GC,
$20,000. Dan Kale;
Chester; 803-581-8306
JD 5500 , w/frt end ldr,
1610 hrs, 75hp on




JD 926 MOCO IMPELLER
COND, $10.500; Frontier
8 whl V rake, $2800; ‘03
East genesis dump trl,
39ft, more, $30,000. Will
Culbertson; Laurens; 864-
980-1883
‘93 GMC TOPKICK; 18FT
REEFER BODY, Thermo
King unit, elec standby or
dsl eng, more, $6000,
wil l  separate, $3000ea.
R Turner; Orangeburg;
803-662-0387
UTILITY TRL, 6x12 ft, 18in
sides, new 15in tires, alum




755A CRAWLER LDR ,
80% on undercarriage,
rebuilt motor, new radiator,
has hydraulic leak, $8000.
Dale Sweet; Anderson;
864-303-5712
RND HAY BALE RING,
for horse or cow, $125.
Russell Goings; Union;
864-426-2309
600GAL FUEL TANK ,




JD 9400 COMBINE, w/918




1R CORN SNAPPER ,
Massey Harris 1953, used
last yr, $1000. Kevin
Harbin; Oconee; 864-280-
5988
JD 4435 COMBINE, 915
JD head, harvested ‘17




12.4 x 28, LN, $125.
Edward Gaines; Anderson;
864-855-1418
NH 630 RND BALER ,
working condit ion, 4x4,
string tie, new MRT belts,
$4200obo. Joe Wilkie;
Laurens; 864-923-1181




‘05 ADAM 3H SL GN TRL,
ful ly l ined, mats, adj




DRILL, no till, model 1005,




NH BALER, model 268,
for parts, $150. Gary
Brann; Spartanburg; 864-
905-0155
‘03 FORD F350, 4wd, 6.0




‘69 CASE 1030, many new
parts, engine & drive train





STORAGE BIN, on legs,
9ft dia, unloads from
bottom, $1000; 6in grain




KEIFER , rear tack, LG
dressing room, AC, could
finish to sm LQ, 7ftT, exc




MOWER, for Cub FA, LN;
JD 10ft field cult, $1200
obo. Robert Yonce; Aiken;
803-685-7240
JD 9976, 6r cotton picker,
4wd, Pro-16 heads, field
ready, 1yr spindles, front 10




JD 2355 57 PTO HP
TRACTOR , remotes,
canopy, 4127 hrs, $9800. R
Hurley; Laurens; 864-981-
5352
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Notices are accepted for
agricultural work only and




lime, lrg or sml acreage,
cropland, pastures, wldlf
plots etc, call for estmt.
Joshua Waters; Lexington;
803-429-6114
FENCES , built to your
specif ications, free est.
Bruce Thomas; Dorchester;
843-563-4373
BUSH HOGGING, light till-







free est. James Lang;
Laurens; 864-444-3038
BUSH HOG, plow gardens,
food plots in & around
Abbeville, McCormick,
Greenwood & southern
Anderson areas. Reid Bailey;
Abbeville; 864-378-9746
TRACTOR REPAIR ,
restoration, al l  types,
50yr exp. George Bush;
Lexington; 803-640-1949
TRACTOR RESTORA-
TION , paint, pressure
wash, mechanic & radiator
work on any tractor or hvy
equip; welding, more. Billy
Gallman; Newberry; 803-
276-7171
CUSTOM SPREAD, lime &
fert, Tenn Valley lime, call
for prices. Gene Roe;
Greenville; 864-630-1768
HFENCE CONSTRUC-




wash rk, turn out shelter,
90A, barn, bath & tack,
5miles of trails, owner lives
on site. Tammy Hodge;
Sumter; 803-983-5041
ARTIFICIAL INSEMINA-
TION, beef & dairy herds,
synchronization protocols,
breeding, semen, supplies,
will travel. Henry Mitchell;
York; 803-627-6142
POLE BARNS, custom
barns, working pens, all
types of fences, grading
work, hauling stone. Chad
Malone; York; 803-230-3827
LIME SPREADING, spe-
cialize in bulk Tenn lime,
call for est. Drake Kinley;
Anderson; 864-353-9628
CATTLE SERVICES, we
catch, pen, freeze brand
& haul, f ind & catch
wild cattle, mobile catch
pens, more. Brian Gibert;
Greenwood; 864-980-6408
DOZER & TRACKHOE
WORK , build & repair
ponds, demolit ion, tree
removal, grade & clear




bush hogging, discing, cut




REPAIR , t ires, engine
rebuilds, clutches, cab inte-
rior kits, complete restora-




ICES, spray weeds, treat
fire ants in livestock pas-
tures, licensed, spread fert
& l ime. Kenny Mull is;
Richland; 803-331-6612
CUSTOM PLANT,
Bermuda Grass on any
size track, state wide,
w/row planter T44, T85
Coastal. Johnnie Burkett;
Aiken; 803-924-5736
WANT SOMEONE, to mow
& bale hay on per bale
price, 30+A Coastal Bahia









Muddy Toes Farm, quiet




WANT SOMEONE, to cut,
rake & bale Coastal hay
for half. Johnny Hickey;
Chesterfield; 843-537-7535
TRACKHOE & BULLDOZ-
ER WORK, land clearing,










BUSH HOG WORK ,





& new tractor, we come
to you. Jack Shelton,
Richland, 803-736-9820
SAW MILLING, logs to
lumber, w/portable sawmill,










harnesses, your place or
mine, qty disc. Laurie
Knapp; Lexington; 803-
317-7613
WANT HELP, w/grain bin
installation. Cecil Parks;
Greenville; 864-963-1454
Farm land listed must be
sold by the actual owner.
Tracts must be at least
5 acres under cultivation,
timber or pasture. Ads from
real estate agents are not
accepted.  
9.47A, hay field, ¼1/4A
pond, 2A wood lot, lrg
pecan tree, Musket Rd &
Hwy 903, Heath Springs,
$55,000. Wade ten Bensel;
Lancaster; 803-283-4631
300A, Dillon Co, on Big
Pee Dee, 140A 3y/o plant-
ed pine, 35A duck flat,
120A cut over, good hunt-
ing, $250,000. Jack White;
Florence; 843-493-5691
15.79A , wooded, near
McEntire ANGB, off Sumter
Hwy, paved rd, $5000A
obo. George Daniels;
Orangeburg; 803-534-8217
70A FOR LEASE, Oconee
Co. 30A wooded, 40A pas-
ture, new post cattle fenc-
ing w/barb, fescue, herbi-
cide treated more. Tammy
Hodge; Sumter; 803-983-
5041
18.5A , woods, stream,
P/L,G/L, $2750/A; 77A
w/27A old fld, 50A cutover,
$2000/A, US178 btwn
Bowman & I95. John
Brailsford; Orangeburg;
803-707-9083




24A , Yemassee area,
timber, creek, hunting for
deer, turkeys, hogs, home
site, $42k. Carl Gulledge;
Yemassee; 803-530-8885
106A, mature oak forest
gated w interior rd, power-
line, creek, roll ing hil ls,
wildlife, 7miles SW of York,
$365,000. Roger Ware;
York; 803-517-8060
WANT TO LEASE LAND,
in upstate for archery hunt-
ing, will manage & protect
land. Cary Cox; Greenville;
864-918-1691
WANT FARM LAND , to




54A FESCUE & COASTAL
FIELDS, w/older 5rm














12+A FOR LEASE, open
for planting, upper




142A, Laurens Co, pine,
hdwd, stream, food plots,
public water, $2800/A,
Cross Hil l ,  1hr of
Greenville. Andy Parnell;
Greenville; 864-360-1370
WANT 5-10A , near
Crawford’s Store, Abbeville
Co, bold stream spring fed
pond for irrigation, w/house
preferred. Larry Hicks;
Anderson; 864-940-7588
45A, pasture, trees, 1200ft
rd, water main, barn, stor-
age, I-26/85 off New Cut,
$15,000/A, 2200 sq ft
home neg. James Bayne;
Spartanburg; 864-272-6221
20 +/- A, pumpkin crop,
woods, Ware Place, com-





pasture, trees, old farm
house, barns, metal
garage, rd frtage, $340K.
Angie Dorn; Laurens; 864-
871-0835
5.35A MINI FARM, 4A pas-
ture, wooded area, 2





Ads are accepted for raw
milk, eggs, butter and
cheese products permitted
by the SC Department of
Health and Environmental








shelled & cleaned, wil l
ship. Wade ten Bensel;
Lancaster; 803-283-4631
GRADE A RAW GOAT
MILK, ½gal, $6; Chevre






















& blown, $4.50/lb; in-shell,








Ads are not accepted from
commercial nurseries,
which are defined as




purple muscadines, al l




$5ea; pomegranate, f ig
tree, 3gal, $10ea; mus-
cadines, scorpions, 2/$15.
F Noles; Barnwell; 803-
383-4066
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BANANA PLANTS, $15;
peach & plum trees, $12ea,





plus ship. Steve Swaney;
Anderson; 864-376-3556
POMEGRANATES, turkey











$375. John Bouchil lon;
Barnwell; 803-300-3959
2 DAIRY BUCKS, 4m/o,
bred for hvy production
w/long lactation, $100ea or
$175 for both. Patricia
West; Florence; 843-610-
7096
1 BRIAR BILLY, 5m/o,
$60. James Holl iday,
Belton SC 864 338-5466
PYGMY GOATS, adults




KIKO BUCK, 2y/o, $500;






3m/o doelings, $125ea; 10












$175. Coll in Cleer;
Laurens; 864-684-3808
2 REG KATAHDIN RAMS,





tamed, 2 wethers, 1
female, 1 breeder, 1 male




ADGA REG BUCKS, 2 -
4y/o Nubians, 1- 3y/o PB
Saanen, quality b’l ines,
hand raised, $375ea. Mark
Roberts; Spartanburg; 864-
486-0927




LY SHEEP , BBSAI reg,
ram, ewe, lambs, starter













‘17 PB KATAHDIN EWES,
sire, reg out of Lazy B
Livestock LLC Oklahoma




5m/o doelings, blk &
spots, $200; Saanen doe,





PB NIGERIAN BUCK ,
$300; 2 does, $200ea; 2
bucklings, sire is PB, dam
is ¼Alpine, good milker,




DWARF GOATS, kids &
adults, some polled, blue
eyes, wethers & bucks, 1pr,
$100-400. Grace Sprecher;
Dorchester; 843-696-5856
11 EWES, 4 rams, B-5/17,
St Croix x 1/4 Katahdin,
$150ea. Sam Rikard;
Lexington; 803-892-2630
2 ABGA REG BOER






IAN DWARF, 2 adult does,





BOER GOATS, 17m/o doe,
solid red head, ready
for breeding, $425; 3
bucks, 7m/o, $250ea; all
reg 100%. Bil l  Walker;
Greenwood; 864-993-4359
‘17 FESCUE, Fescue mix
grass, 4x5.5 rnd, lrg, net
wrap, tight, baled 5&6/17,
$35-40ea. Robin Patterson;
Laurens; 864-871-1974
‘17 OAT, two 30gal barrels
w/locking tops, $55 for
all. Mike Mooneyhan;
Lexington; 803-917-0366
‘17 HQ COASTAL, sq,
$6.50; Alfalfa/Bermuda mix,
$9.50; HQ Coastal, rnd, net
wrap, $120/ton, picked up,
volume disc. Kevin Yon;
Saluda; 803-685-5048
FEED CORN, $7/bu or $38
in your 55 gal drum; wheat,
$6/bu or $35 in your
55 gal drum. Lin Hamlin;
Charleston; 843-696-0658
‘17 FESCUE, sq, $6ea,
rnd, $40; feed wheat,
clean, $10/bag; combine
run feed oats, 64lb bag,
$13. Melvin Barr; Pickens;
864-360-5176
FESCUE MIX, sq, no rain,
in barn, fresh cut, limed,




bright, tight bales, $4; CB
rnd, barn stored, $50. Bill
Martin; Anderson; 864-314-
3570
‘16 CB, rnd, GQ, in shed,
$35, in field, $30. ‘17 CB,
rnd, in field, $40, Josiah
Williams; Bamberg; 843-
693-1970
MULCH HAY, 70+ rolls,
4x4, $10. Harry McMillan;
Spartanburg; 864-327-7369
CB, net wrap, 4x5, $25-
$50, according to qual, del.
avail. Billy Johnson; Aiken;
803-258-3988
‘17 CB, HQ, 4x5 net wrap,
no rain, shed kept, $60;
outside, $50; sq, $7; at
barn; $6 in f ield, del
avail/fee. Steven Spires;
Lexington; 803-917-3746
RND BALES, 4x4, $20ea;
disc for larger amounts.
Geoff Swearingen;
Fairfield; 803-420-0956
‘17 CB, HQ, sq, tight hvy,
fert, l imed to Clemson
specs, $6ea; ‘16 sq hay,
$2.50ea. Louise Pollans;
Orangeburg; 803-533-1763
FESCUE, rnd 4x5, HQ,
$50, shed stored on pallets,
can del/fee. Otis Hembree;
Spartanburg; 864-316-1222
FESCUE, summer grass
mix, in barn, $45ea; out-
side, net wrap, $35ea. Ben
Snipes; Lancaster; 803-
289-7821
‘16 CB , sq, $4ea. J
Simpson; Lancaster; 803-
286-5856
‘17 COASTAL, 1st cut,
$40ea; all else $50ea; ‘17
Coastal, $20ea; ‘16
Coastal, $35ea; all hay 800
lb 4½x4 bales, no del. M
Rish; Lexington; 803-606-
3554








BAHIA MIX, l imed, fert,
no weeds or trash, clean,
4x4, $15. Glenn Wright;
McCormick; 864-993-5268
‘17 FESCUE, HQ, sq, $4,
del avail. Danny Sarratt;
Cherokee; 864-812-5605
‘17 FESCUE, sq, in barn,
fert, limed, guar, $4.50ea.
Perry Bishop; York; 803-
379-0097
‘17 CB, ‘17 fescue, both
HQ, 4x5 net wrap, $45
barn; $40 outside, some
del avail. Bob Lawson;
Spartanburg; 864-809-5354
‘17 CB, 1st cut, rnd, net
wrap, no rain, $40ea; ‘17
CB, 2nd cut, $50ea. shed
stored. David Fulmer;
Orangeburg; 803-917-0467
‘17 FESCUE, orchard, rye
grass mix, sq, fert, clean,
good qual, $4ea. Henry
Mitchell; York; 803-627-
6142
‘16 CB, 40 lrg rnd 4x5, in
field, will load, $30ea obo.
Arlene Ray; Aiken; 803-
649-2247
CORN , 50lb shell or
60lb cob, $7/bag. Chuck
Gable; Orangeburg; 803-
837-0244
‘17 COASTAL MIX, 4x5,




prem HQ, 3x3x8, 900lbs,
$150 cash. Chris Roux;
Cherokee; 864-906-5471
COASTAL, HQ, 2nd cut,
net wrap rnd, shed kept.
$65; outside, $55. Chris
Johnson; Aiken; 803-640-
2734
‘17 FESCUE, HQ, $4;
‘17 Bermuda Fescue
mix, $4.25. Bud Greer;
Greenville; 864-963-9203
OATS, $40/barrel; hay, 4x5
net wrap, $50ea, small sq,
$6ea; wheat straw, 4x5 net
wrap, $35ea, small sq,
$4ea. Richard Knight;
Bethune 803-427-6440
‘17 CB, EQ, net wrap, shed
kept, rnd. $60; lrg sq,
horse, can load on flatbed,
$6; rye clover, rnd, $40.
Steve Jordan; Edgefield;
803-518-0677
‘17 CB, HQ, 4x5, fert, no
rain, shed kept, net wrap,
$50ea, del avail. Oscar
Easler; Leesville; 803-530-
6501
COASTAL, 2nd cut, 4x5
net wrap, barn kept, HQ,
$40; field kept, $30, del
avail. Steve Koskela;
Union; 864-313-8528
‘17 CB PREM QUAL,
$6.50; fescue, $6; oat
fescue mix, $7; fescue, 4x5
net wrap, $45. Alan
McAlister; Anderson; 864-
940-1884
‘17 CROP OATS, $35 in
your 55gal drum; $4.50/bu;
wheat, $40 in your 55gal
drum. Jeffrey Gilmore;
Chesterfield; 843-517-0315
‘17 CB, net wrap, 4x5, cow,
$40; HQ, $50; CB mix, $35;





$50ea, del avail/fee. Lee
Ellisor; Lexington; 803-960-
6080
BERMUDA , sq, fert, no
rain, exc qual, $6ea. Lee
Clinton; York; 704-913-
6127
COB CORN, in cabbage-
bags. $7bag; lrg amt disc.
Drake Kinley; Anderson;
864-353-9628
CORN & WHEAT, cleaned,
50# bags, $8; oats,
cleaned, 50# bags, $10.
Cecil Parks; Greenville;
864-963-1454
‘16 CB , HQ, sq, t ight,
hvy, $5ea. Frank Wooten;
Aiken; 803-206-4499
WHEAT STRAW, sq. $3ea,
p-up. Johnny Porter;
Fairfield; 803-718-6291
‘17 CB, HQ, sq, in barn,
$5.50ea; 4x5 net wrap,
$50ea; ‘16 HQ, exc CQ,
4x5 net wrap, in barn,
$35ea. Henry Welch;
Berkeley; 843-899-5414
‘17 OATS HAY, 100 bales,
5x5, $50ea; ‘17 fescue, 20
bales, 5x5, $30ea. Harroll
Stockman; Newberry; 803-
924-7878
‘17 CB , HQ, over edge
net wrap; Tifton 85 net
wrap, $45ea. Ann Furtick;
Orangeburg; 803-707-4826
CB, sq, $6, lrg rnd, $50, all
shed kept, horse hay.
Phillip Reeves; Dorchester;
843-560-6654
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‘17 CB, HQ, sq, limed &
fert to Clemson recommen-
dations, clean, 2nd cut,
$6ea. Henry Glenn;
Fairf ield; 803-730-4669
‘17 COASTAL, HQ, lrg
hvy sq, $6 del; 4x5 rnd,





1st cut, 4x5 net wrap, no
rain, $40, del avail. Phil
Lucas; Greenwood; 864-
77-4337
‘17 FESCUE , sq, in
barn, $5ea. Jerry Butler;
Laurens; 864-697-6343
CB , HQ, in shed, rnd,
$50 & $40; sq, $5.50;
wheat & rye straw, sq,
$3.50. Dwight McCartha;
Lexington; 803-429-6121
NEW CROP, cob corn, $6;
shelled corn, 50lb, $6;
shelled, 55gal drum, $40,
drum not incl. Wyatt
Eargle; Aiken; 803-604-
7535
‘17 CB, HQ, 4x5, net wrap,
shed kept, $45; cow CB,
outside, $35: Coastal/grass
mix, $25. Cecil Rowell;
Clarendon; 803-473-6739
‘17 COASTAL, shed kept,
no rain, rnd, $40; sq, $6;
cob corn, 50 lb bag $6, del
avail w/in 30 mis of
Lynchburg. Eddie Phillips;
Sumter; 803-486-0081
‘17 FESCUE MIX , 4x5
rnd, $40ea. Bobby Baker;
Lancaster; 803-285-7732
COASTAL, rnd, $50, at
barn, $55; sq, $6 at
barn, will del, min on del.
Mark, Lexington; 803-530-
3016
COASTAL, HQ, new crop,
high protein level, 50lb sq,
$5.50; 4x5 rnd, 950lbs,
$50, del avail. Wayne
Howle; Darlington; 843-
332-8063
CB, fresh, proper lime &
fert, qual guarn, sq, $7; ext
lrg rnd 4x6, net wrap,




rnd 5x5, $40ea, all barn
kept, HQ. Henry Mattox;
Lexington; 803-238-5409
CB , HQ, clean, net
wrap, 5x4, $45. James
Easterling; Darlington; 843-
307-0805
‘17 CB, HQ, 4x5 net wrap,
$55ea; ‘16 CB, HQ, 4x5 net
wrap, $40ea; deer corn, 55
gal drum, $40ea. Joey
Greene; Aiken; 803-646-
3591
CB, HQ, sq, $5ea. Otto
Williamson; Williamsburg;
843-372-2692
FESCUE , good qual,
sprayed & fert, in barn.
4x5, $40. Arthur Edwards;
York; 803-280-5795
‘17 FESCUE , 4x5, no
rain, $30. Carroll Shealy;
Laurens; 864-697-6289
‘17 CB, prem HQ, rnd, $50;
sq, $6; straw, $4; del avail.
Steve Lowder; Lee; 803-
968-2288
HAY , HQ, 4.5x4, net
wrap, $40. Larry Bates;
Orangeburg; 803-308-3870
‘16 CB, 4x5 rnd, net wrap,
CQ, $20. Jeff Long;
Darlington; 843-245-8577
‘17 FESCUE MIX, lrg 5x4
qual rnd, $30; $25 over




GRASS, fert, 2nd cut, 60in
net wrap, in field, $30ea.
Chuck Bailey; Greenwood;
864-993-4774
‘17 HAY , 5x5, $40;
older hay for mulch or
goats, $15, can del/fee.
William Piw; Saluda; 803-
924-2165
LANDSCAPE HAY/GOAT
HAY , $3ea. Margaret
Stewart; Spartanburg; 864-
441-2277
‘17 COASTAL, HQ, sq,
$5ea; Anthony Carroll;
Anderson; 864-314-2111
‘17 COASTAL, 4x5 rnd,




al peanut hay, small sq,
55lbs, $11; Alfalfa grass
mix, $6; del avail. David
Froehlich; Bamberg; 803-
368-0097
‘17 FESCUE, HQ, 4x5,
$30. Curtis Coffey;
Greenwood; 864-993-0944
BERMUDA, HQ, hvy rnd,
baled 7/18/17, Clemson




WHEAT STRAW, hvy sq,
$4ea. Andy McDonald;
Abbeville; 864-446-8358
ALFALFA, sq 70+ lbs, $17;
sq Coastal, 55+ lbs, $8.50;
clean sq Fescue, $6.50;
rnd, $50/$45. Jami Sacks;
Spartanburg; 864-474-2105
’17 RYE FESCUE, mixed
grass, HQ, 4x4 rnd, net
wrap, sprayed, fert, limed,
$25-30ea, del avail. Donald
Counts; Newberry; 803-
315-1016
‘17 COMBINE RUN OATS,




GRASS, or crabgrass, rnd,
net wrap, EQ, $40. Justin
Howe; Newberry; 803-944-
1065
‘17 TIFTON 44, HQ, sq,
$6; 4x5 rnd, net wrap
Coastal, cow/goat hay,
$45ea. Wil l iam Shealy;
Lexington; 803-513-3485
‘17 DEER COB CORN .
65-70lb bag, $6.50, free
local del of 50 bags or
more. Jeremy Shealy;
Lexington; 803-351-1283
‘17 CB , HQ, sq, $6,
rnd, $50; rye straw, sq,
$3.50; brown top millet,
rnd, $50. Clayton Leaphart;
Lexington; 803-892-2642
‘17 CB , 4x4, string t ie,
no rain, $25ea. I Baker;
Dorchester; 843-830-2241
‘17 CB, 4x5, $40 & $50ea.
Norman Nettles; Barnwell;
803-571-0092
CB, HQ, sq, in barn, $5.
Jimmy Sullivan; Kershaw;
803-475-3412
RND, 4x5, net wrap, $20.
Rick Taylor; Oconee; 864-
784-4647
‘16 COASTAL, 4x5, limed,
fert, lrg, $40ea. Johnny
Hickey; Chesterfield; 843-
537-7535
CB, HQ, sq, $5, barn, can
del/fee. Jerry Padgett;
Berkeley; 843-312-0030
‘17 CB, HQ, 4x5 rnd, net
wrap, $45; ‘16 CB, HQ,
rnd, $40; al l  shed kept.
Sam Rikard; Lexington;
803-892-2630
OAT HAY, net wrap rnd,
4x5 $40; fescue, rnd, $35;
oat and wheat sq straw,
$3.50. Charles Nichols;
Saluda; 864-445-8350
OATS SEED, combine run,
55gal drum, $40; wheat
seed, combine run, 55gal
drum, $55. Jason Nichols;
Saluda; 864-992-2753
DEER CORN, 55gal drum,
$40; oats & wheat, 55gal
drum, $40. David Sease;
Newberry; 803-622-2957
‘17 CB, net wrap, 4x5, $40-
50ea. David Chassereau;
Bamberg; 803-267-4880
‘17 CB , HQ, net wrap,
4x54, shed kept, $50,
Rickey Meetze; Lexington;
803-892-3573




sq, $3ea. Glen Wessinger;
Richland; 803-309-0860
MIXED GRASS, rnd, in
barn, $30; in field, $25.
Dan Kale; Chester; 803-
581-8306
ORCHARDGRASS MIX,
2nd cut, GQ, 50lbs+,
$4.75; Ozark Bermuda,
55+, $4.75. Paul O’Dell;
Laurens; 864-861-2336
‘17 FESCUE, HQ, 4x5,
$40, limed, fert, no rain, in
barn, del avail on 10 bales
or more. George Bryant;
Pickens; 864-859-3765
‘17 CB , net wrap, rnd,
4x5, $50, wil l  load, no
del, Cope. Tony Bearden;
Orangeburg; 803-331-4493
‘17 CB , rnd, horse &
cow quality, $35-50. Kirk
Sharpe; Lexington; 803-
260-3944
MIXED HAY, rnd, $10 &
$15; rnd August hay, $25 &
$30, 4 bale min. Randy
Orr; Anderson; 864-295-
3736
’17 CB, 4x5 rnd, limed/fert,
2nd cut HQ, no rain,
$50ea, del avail for fee.
Dale Blackmon; Lancaster;
803-577-9008
MIXED GRASS HAY, 4x5
net wrap, EQ, $35. Britton
Havird; Newberry; 180-
392-4121
‘17 CB , 4x5 net wrap,
$40-60. Bob Cooper;
Orangeburg; 803-536-5376
‘17 CB, 4x5 rnd, net wrap,
limed, well fert, no rain,
stored outside individually
on pallets, $50ea. Eddie
West; Aiken; 803-507-8205
CB , sq, $5.50ea; Rye







HAY, $3/sq, just baled.
Steve Ledbetter; Cherokee;
864-487-5824
COASTAL, 60 bales, ‘16,
4x5 net wrap, $30; ‘17 4x5
net wrap, $40, Ehrhardt,
SC. Jeremy Bessinger;
Bamberg; 803-824-9715
OATS, your 55gal drum,
$40; 50lb bag, $10; corn,
your 55gal drum, $40;
50lb bag, $8; wheat straw,
sq, $4. Mary Anderson;
Richland; 803-446-3326
BERKSHIRE PIGLETS, all






sows exposed to PB
Tamworth boar, $200ea.








blk Guinea hog cross,
$50; Guinea Hog boar,




crossed, $45 up. Jason
Murphy; Fairfield; 803-402-
5877
Each l ist ing must be
accompanied by a copy
of a current negative
Coggins test.
PASO FINO GELD, 2½y/o
bay, halter broke only,
ready to train, $700. Don
McKinney; Spartanburg;
864-706-9738
2 QH , 15y/o female &
13y/o male, $1100 both,














ONE HORSE WAGON ,
steel wheels, new paint,
horse or tractor pull, made
by Sears & Roebuck, good
wagon, $1000. Harry Isbell;
Anderson; 864-617-2627
LAWN SWEEPER, 42in,
professional, by Ohio Steel,
used 1x, VGC, shed kept,
$200. Wayne Smith; Aiken;
803-645-8164
4 GRAIN SILOS, w/fans &
elevator, $10,000ea or
$30,000 for all. Michael
Millender; Calhoun; 803-
687-0656
2 POLAN CHAIN SAWS, 1
Pro Mac saw, $75ea.
William Claxton; Colleton;
843-909-4285
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20 WORKING STANDS, of
honey bees, some w/1
super, some w/2 plus more
boxes, supers & feeders,
all for $4000. Wayne
Tollison; Laurens; 864-871-
2961
2 REAR TIRES, 20.8-42
Goodyear, $250ea; 75 nok-
on field cult sweeps, 7 in,
new, $7ea. Jeff Mil len;
Chester; 803-209-0893
TOMATO CAGES, 4ft
galv, $5ea. Mike Sexton;
Richland; 803-600-0414
SILAGE BLOWER, GC,





SPLITTER, 22 ton, $750;
alum p-nut cooker,





bed run, $25/lb; LS swamp
worms, $35/1000; bed
run, $30/lb; call for ship





CEDAR LUMBER , al l
grades, price based on
quality from $1-4bft,
sizes, 1x4, 1x6, 1x8,
more. Wil l iam Palmer;
Greenwood; 864-554-8795
FARM JACK, 7000lb, $50:
9- 1.5in f ire hose, 50ft,









dard pickup load, $25, will
help load. Earl Eargle;
Lexington; 803-796-8295
2 FLOATATION 331, 700
40 22.5 tubeless tires, 1
rim; 2 tires & rims, 315 80R
22.5, fits ‘98 GMC 7500




2 well pulleys, $30ea; corn
sheller, $50; wash pot #20,
$200; Kraut cutter, $90.
Perry Masters; Greenville;
864-561-4792
PONY CART, harness, LN,
$250; mule drawn corn
planter, $125 single trees,
$20ea; Kraut cutter, $125.
R Long; Newberry; 803-
924-9039
DELTA RADIAL ARM
SAW, 14in, 5hp, 3ph, $650;
2 Onan motor home




SADDLE , used. GC,
w/misc accessories & sad-




CHUTE, head gate, side
swing gate, portable, run
thru chute, 16ftL, good
working cond, $500. Alex
Stone; Greenville; 864-836-
0644
RR CROSS TIES, 8ft, $11;
15ft, $36; 16ft, $38, can
del. Wayman Coleman;
Abbeville; 864-379-1138
EASY ENTRY CART, for
mini horse or donkey, $650;
Amish made mini horse or
donkey harness, $1100.
John Bray; Abbeville; 864-
379-3479
THERAPLATE, equine
rehab & therapy massage






w/o lids, qts, 1½pts, pts,
½pts, all for $75 obo. Jesse
Eubanks; Lexington; 803-
317-0575
UTILITY POLES, $1/ft, cre-
osote & salt treated, fence
post, pole barn post. Lance
Lowe; Anderson; 864-276-
2228
2IN SEMI TRASH PUMP,
6.0HP eng, 20ft intake
hose, 50ft discharge hose,




1x4-6x16, 45¢bf; red oak,





w/light, EC, for produce
stand or agri business,





load bars, Allflex eid read-
er, used 2x, $2800. Brian
Rikard; Oconee; 706-491-
1111
JD 2 DISC TILLER, $875;
antique horse drawn drag
pan scoop, $100. Jim
Atkinson; Pickens; 864-
506-9023




30 DRUMS, 55gal plastic




OAK FIREWOOD, lrg truck
bed del & stacked to Cola,
Irmo, Chapin area, $125.
Ronald Wright; Richland;
803-606-1666
LONG LIFE FISH TRAPS,
long life fish growing cages
& long l i fe turt le traps,




w/side lamps & ball









10-15ft long, limbed, for
f irewood or lumber, cut




cut to various sizes, 3-12in
dia, 6-15ft, $3-18ea per




split, $40, small pickup





belt driven motor, tank
leaks, $100. Frank Weaver;
York; 704-614-0605
POULTRY LITTER, tractor
trl  load quantit ies,





20x8x8, rear swing doors,











POST, $10/frt end ldr,
reg bed truck, we
load. Margaret Stewart;
Spartanburg; 864-441-2277
CLUB CADET, model 149,
for parts, $50 obo. Stanley
Taylor; Chester; 803-789-
5236














16in saddle; American 15in





Ribbon, $50/100 stalks. F
Noles; Barnwell; 803-383-
4066
CORRAL PANELS, 5ft x








2- 13INX 28IN TUBELESS
RIMS, 8 hole cntrs, new
takeoff, $200; 1- 16.9inx
28in tractor tires, more,
$150. Walter Wright;
Laurens; 864-981-0743
CEDAR POSTS, 7ft rnd,
$3&4ea; holly & red oak
lumber, $2bf; walnut lum-
ber, $3bf. Andy Morris;
Newberry; 803-276-2670
PLASTIC BUCKETS, 5gal,
GC, $1.50ea. C Hallman;
Lexington; 803-730-4673
55 GAL METAL DRUM ,
open tops, $20ea; plastic
solid tops, 55- 15gal,
$13ea; all  food grade;
more. Philip Poole; Union;
864-427-1589
RUBBER TIRE 2H
WAGON, hyd brakes, top,
dbl pole for horse pull &
tow bar for tractor, $900.
Mike Shif let; Anderson;
864-314-3697
B&W 5TH WHL HITCH,
never used, model RVB








Case IH 1066 tractor,
$75/set. Mary Anderson;
Richland; 803-446-3326
2- 65R 70GAL SADDLE
TANKS, 1@ $50; 1@ $60;
1 tote tank, $45. Russell
Goings; Union; 864-426-
2309
GOURDS, hang ready, $1-
1.50ea; uncut, 25¢-$1ea;
lrg cotton scale, w/6 & 8lb
peas, GC, $175. Robert
Yonce; Aiken; 803-685-
7240






Biothane set, 2 leather 23in
collars, bridles w/SS bits,
LN, $650. C Gibbs;
Spartanburg; 864-594-9525
14FT DUMP BED, w/metal
side boards, hoist & power
take off incl, GC, $4200.
Gene Prince; Spartanburg;
864-316-6627
Ads are not accepted from
commercial nurseries,
which are defined as
having annual sales of
$5,000. 
LEYLAND CYPRESS,
3gal, $4.50; Jap Maple,
Magnolia, China Fir,
Kwanson Cherry, plum








Leyland cypress, giant ele-
phant ears, $10ea, more,
no ship. Larry Johnson;
Orangeburg; 803-664-4213
MONKEY GRASS, hosta,
4in pot, $3ea; iris, daylily,
gardenia, 4in pot, $4ea;








$12ea. F Noles; Barnwell;
803-383-4066
CONFEDERATE ROSES,
tea olives, gardenias, azal-
eas, forsythias, angel trum-




red, pink, Bengal Tiger, no
ship, $12/dz. Robert Yonce;
Aiken; 803-685-7240
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GUINEA KEETS, $4ea, up
to w/o. Lyn Haynes;
Laurens; 864-684-5779
BLK SHOULDER PEA-
COCKS , 2M, 1y/o; 1F,




$2.50ea, 1y/o; Quail hatching
eggs, $2/dz. Joseph Pickett;
Chester; 704-608-8628
20 MIXED CHICKENS, &
biddies, $65. G Williams;
Aiken; 803-663-3909
PEACOCKS, cameo, blk
shoulder, purple bs pied,
India blue dark pied, more,
y/o, $125. Carrie Odom;
Chesterfield; 843-378-4676
ROLLER PIGEONS, $8ea;
Muscovy ducks, game stags,
$5up. William Claxton;
Colleton; 843-909-4285
BB RED BANTAMS, hens,
$8ea; roosters, $6ea;








2 or more, $60ea; 7w/o pea
chicks, $20ea. Joe Ligon;
York; 803-684-3518
BOBWHITE QUAIL, w/o &
up, $1up. Billy Gallman;
Newberry; 803-276-7171
PLYMOUTH ROCK
PULLETS, starting to lay,
$20ea. Steve Ard; Aiken;
803-603-0642
BUTTON QUAIL CHICKS,
$2ea; fertile Button quail
eggs, $6dz. Stan Campbell;
Anderson; 864-642-5264




eggs layers. Tim Boozer;
Newberry; 803-924-3922
GUINEA KEETS, $4.50,




& cockerels, $6ea; laying




24 LAYING HENS, Buff




SANTS, 1M, 4F, $50 for all,
1+y/o, laying. Albert Eaton;
Florence; 843-245-2145
RIR HENS, H-3/2016, free
range & no chemicals
used, $15ea. Cathy Shill;
Dorchester; 843-810-1972
MANDARINS & RINGED
TEAL, $100pr; Sharp Wing
Teal, $120/pr; extra hens,
$50ea; Lady Amherst
Pheasants, $25ea & up.
Kent Jewell; Lancaster;
803-320-3708
GUINEA KEETS, last ‘17
hatch, 6-8w/o, $7ea, laven-




b Chinese, $50pr; Egypt,
$100pr; Bk Shoulder Peas,
$300pr; 4 laying hens,








Mosco Faulk; Sumter; 803-
494-8499
GUINEAS, $6up, depend-
ing on age & size. Walt
Teachman; Anderson; 864-
356-1933
FULL BROOD HENS, WH,
RH, BF, OG, hatch, Swet
yelleg, old Irish Grey, stags








roosters, $2. Steve Martin;
Newberry; 803-924-5581
75 RIR PULLETS, starting




3½m/o, $15; 6m/o, $20.
Mary Beck; Newberry; 803-
944-2950
SILKIE CHICKS, $10up,
depending on age, all col-
ors, Champion stock. Linda
Sinclair; Lexington; 803-
360-5597
75 PULLETS, RIR, RSL &
GSL, starting to lay, $8ea.
Mac McClendon; Colleton;
843-835-5050
BUFF ORP ROO, 4 hens,
$75; yng RIR roo & 4
hens, $75. Amy Thames;
Chester; 803-323-7789
YOUNG GUINEAS, $7 up,
depending on age &
size. Michele Teachman;
Anderson; 864-314-5057
SUMATRA , $20; Silkie,
$15; Calico Cochin, $10;
Blue Laced Wyandotte,
$15; Golden laced










legbars, $12ea; copper blk
marans, $15ea; light brah-










yellow gold, gray jungle
fowl, $50up; Diamond
doves, $20ea. H Austin;
Orangeburg; 803-308-1203
SILKIE/AMERAUCANA






Tisdale; Abbevil le; 843-
373-9513
TURKEYS, 4-20 2w/o,
$15-30ea; bronze & blk,
1½y/o, $40-50ea; laying
hens, pullets & guineas,
$10-15ea. Phil ip Poole;
Union; 864-427-1589
HY-LINE BROWN HENS,
20-25m/o, 1-49, $8; 50-99,
$7.50; 100-149, $7; 150-199,
$6.50; 200+, $6. Nathan
Boggs; Orangeburg; 803-
974-9023
IBBS PEAHEN , $150;
Barnevelders trio, $75; pr,
$50; all for $100; 12- 2w/o
guinea keets, $4ea; all
for $40. Tabitha Stanford;
Edgefield; 803-334-8673
WHT SILKIES, Ameraucanas,
$20/pr; Buff Minorca pullets,
$6ea. Kevin McCutcheon;
Florence; 843-598-2003
80 WHT KING PIGEONS,









good breeding stock, mix
back w/Leghorn to produce




HENS, 16m/o, $10ea; 1











6-18m/o, 2 bucks, 4 does,




$10-20ea. Phil ip Poole;
Union; 864-427-1589
MINI REX, colors, blue
otter, broken blk otter, bro-
ken choc, $20ea. Bil l ie
Jean Brown; Lexington;
803-622-5245
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Upcoming Events
9/8-9 NEWBERRY CO AG EXPO, PD Johnson Farm, 7556 Hwy 219, ag exhibits, SC
High School Rodeo, 8pm ea night, more. Lisa Sligh; Newberry; 803-940-0318
9/9 GOAT & SHEEP SYMPOSIUM, 10-3, Garrison Livestock Arena, Pendleton,
southerngoatproducers.org. Judy Langley; Greenvil le; 864-430-2265
9/9 ALL BREED HORSE SHOW, Red Bank Arena, 1159 Nazareth Rd, Lexington,
sponsored by PPRPFFA. reg 8am, show 9am. Gail Brown; Aiken; 803-532-8805
9/14 SC FALL PECAN MEETING, Walk & Talk, 10am-2:30pm, w/Dr. Lenny Wells @
Harmony Hills Orchard, Gilbert; Cost-$25; lunch incl; more. Mark Arena; Lexington;
864-359-3387
9/22 FOOD PLOTS 101, 10am-2pm, Cherokee Ext Ofc, $40 incl lunch, materials,
pest cred, etc. RSVP. Amy Mallette; Cherokee; 864-489-3141
9/29-30 IPRA RODEO, Outlaw Arena, beside Antioch Comm Ctr, 1591 Bishopville
Hwy, Camden, fun for all ages. Johny Outlaw; Kershaw; 803-427-1930
10/7 OPEN HORSE SHOW, gates open 9:30, show starts 11am, all breeds welcome,
more info, GastonFarmEquestrian.com. Beth Gaston; Chester; 803-374-6255
10/7 FALL FARM DAY, 10am-6pm, hay & horse rides, pumpkin patch, games food
music & lots more, $5/person, 2 & under free. Kathy McCaskill; Kershaw; 803-432-
9537
10/20-22 SOUTHERN TRAIL RIDERS TRAIL RIDE, Timmonsville, ride, food, dance,
vendors, auction, more. Stephanie Campbell; Florence; 843-346-3878
Sales
10/28 YON FAMILY FARMS FALL SALE, 11am, over 350 head sell, Angus, SimAng
& Ultrablacks, Bulls & Females. Lydia Yon; Saluda; 803-685-5048
SPRINGFIELD STOCKYARD, 1st & 3rd Sat ea month,10:30am, misc, hogs, horses,
cattle, sheep, goats & poultry. Nathan Croft; Orangeburg; 803-258-3512
CLAXTON AUCTION, ev Sat 11am, goats, sheep, cows, hogs, equine, poultry,
camelots, sm animals; special sale 9/17 1pm. William Claxton; Colleton; 843-909-
4285
LIVESTOCK SMALL ANIMAL AUCTION, 1st & 3rd Fri of mon, check in 3pm, sale
7pm, Dixiestockyard.com. Phil Grant; Chester; 803-329-3684
AUCTION, ea Sat, intake 7, starts 11, animal & animal related, 1591 Bishopville Hwy.
Glenn Hinson; Kershaw; 803-600-4202
SMALL ANIMAL SALE, 2nd/4th Sat ea month, 10am, poultry, animal related, farm
equipment. Judy Cathcart; Union; 864-427-9202
Poultry
Rabbits
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Seed ads must be
accompanied by a copy
of a current Seed Lab Test.
ABRUZZI RYE, cleaned, in
50lb bags, $13/bag. Jeffrey
Gilmore; Chesterfield; 843-
517-0315
ABRUZZI RYE SEED ,
cleaned, P-98.77%,
G-88%, DHS-0%, DHS&G





















dual wheel, prefer Int or
JD. Paul Jeffcoat; Aiken;
803-564-5205
DELTA HOOK CAT 2 ,
rapid/quick connect, 3ph
tractor control & receiver
plates, will take individual
pieces. Terry Vinson;
Greenville; 864-338-5834




BUSH HOG, 8 or 9ft, any
cond, off set. Charl ie
Wadford; Berkeley; 843-
693-3150
Each ad must list a specific
animal wanted by an
individual.
FB REG DORPER RAM,
wil l  trade FB proven










Cindy Leopard; Aiken; 803-
360-4145
TURKEYS, female &
male, can p-up. Mozelle
Jones; Richland; 803-463-
0475
BEEF CATTLE, or dairy











pulpwood & hdwd, we cut
sm or lrg tracts, 8A or
more. H Yonce; Edgefield;
803-275-2091
BELLS, any size, farm,
church, train, brass or
cast iron; broken bells
for parts. Perry Masters;
Greenville; 864-561-4792
BELLS, farm, church,
brass, any size, bell
parts, wash pots, syrup
kettles, blacksmith anvils.
R Long; Newberry; 803-
924-9039
PULPWOOD SAW
TIMBER, hdwd, pine, all
types of thinning or clear




& farm bell, any size; also
hand crank corn sheller.
L Gunter; Lexington; 803-
532-7394
NON-GMO BARLEY,




SEATS, old disc scalloped
or plain. Nathan Shirey;
Lexington; 803-315-6109
ARIENS TILLER, rear tine,
80-20, whole machine
or parts. Leonard Pack;
Chester; 803-581-6262




2 FORD SINGLE REAR
2PC RIMS, 18.4x34 fits
5000, 7000 tractor; outer
rim that tire is on, 8 bolts on
28in circle; more. Rusty
Stewart; Aiken; 803-827-
3731
MANUALS, for JD 410D
Backhoe. David Gainey;
Darlington; 843-861-2745
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Forestry
continued from page 1
The most positive story for forestry is the
“wall of wood” now available for harvesting that
resulted from reforestation after Hurricane
Hugo and federal government planting
programs. This surplus of timber is now being
harvested.
Best of all, the future for forestry is bright.
Kodama encouraged landowners to think of
timber as a cash crop. While timber takes
longer to harvest than row crops, an advantage
is a one-time planting cost versus annual cash
and labor outlays for most farm commodities.
Pine timber should be thinned at 10 to 15
years to bring in early revenue, thinned
again, then harvested at about 25 years and
reforested. 
Planting harvested areas greatly increases
returns on investment. “In rough figures,
natural regeneration produces about $20 per
acre, but managed planted timber can produce
$200 or more an acre annually,” the state
forester said. 
Demand for timber is increasing, and so
are the numbers of wood consumption and
mills in South Carolina. With 98 primary mills
and 746 secondary mills, the industry is
healthy and poised for even more economic
growth and job creation over the next few
years.
For more information on the Forestry
Commission or any of its programs, visit
www.trees.sc.gov.
Fall Plant and Flower Festivals Coming Soon
Every year the SC Department of Agriculture sponsors three Plant and Flower Festivals in the fall.
Home owners can buy from a variety of plant and flower vendors 
and pick up great yard décor and seasonal decorations.
Consumers all over the state are encouraged to spruce up their yards for autumn,
while supporting locally grown plants, produce, and vendors.  Many handmade crafts, as well as
SC Specialty Foods, will be available at all three flower festivals. 
Pee Dee 
Plant and Flower Festival
Pee Dee 
State Farmers Market
2513 W. Lucas St.
Florence
Sept. 29- Oct. 1
For more information contact Elizabeth Wood at 803-734-0328.
Midlands 














Wanted - Farm Equipment
Wanted -  Miscellaneous
Wanted -  Livestock
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Peanut Field Day Targets Precision Technology
The 2017 Peanut Field Day, hosted by Clemson University, will be held Sept. 7 at the Edisto
Research and Education Center.
Registration begins at 8 a.m., with a field tour from 9 a.m.until to noon. Lunch will be served.           
Topics include: Improving Irrigation Scheduling, Late Leaf Spot Management, Precision
Agriculture Technologies, Variety Show, Weed Control, Thrips, Spotted Wilt & Spider Mites.
A market update will held in the auditorium.  Pesticide Credits and Continuing Education Units
are available.
The Edisto Research and Education Center is located at 64 Research Road in Blackville.
For more information call 803-284-3343. 
SC Fall Pecan Meeting Offers Orchard Tours
Pecan growers can tour two orchards on Sept. 14 at the fall meeting of the SC Pecan Growers
Association. The meeting begins at 10 a.m. at Harmony Hills Orchard, 143 or 133 Semm Sease
Road, in Gilbert.
The morning session will feature Dr. Lenny Wells, University of Georgia Pecan Extension
Specialist. He will be scouting the orchard, pointing out potential disease and insect problems
and other concerns. The orchard is approximately 30 acres, with a mixture of varieties. In 2015
an early snow storm affected the orchard, causing major limb damage. The walk and talk Tour
will last until 11:30.
Lunch will be served at noon at Gilbert Community Park on Rikard Circle. A tour of Harmony
Hills Orchard at 2070 Boyd Miller Circle in Leesville will last from 1:30 to 2:30 p.m.  Dr. Wells and
owner Tom Harmony will guide the tour. This young pecan orchard is the newest addition to
Harmony Hills. Discussion will focus on advantages and disadvantages of varieties and other
challenges at this location.
The fee for the day is $25, which includes lunch. For additional information contact Mark
Arena, Senior Extension Agent for Statewide Specialty Crops at Anderson County Extension
Service, at 864.359.3387 or marena@clemson.edu.
Vegetable Field Day to Highlight
Pumpkins, Sweet Potatoes
A Fall Vegetable Field Day, highlighting pumpkins and sweet potatoes, will be held at the
Edisto Research and Education Center, 64 Research Road in Blackville on Sept 21.  The day will
begin with registration at 8 a.m. at the office complex, followed by an indoor session.
Indoor topics include: Sweet Potato Update, Sweet Potato Weevil Overview,  Weevil
Quarantine & Monitoring. Following the indoor sessions, groups will go to the field to look at
research projects and variety trials and continue discussions. 
The field research tours will include:
• Pumpkin Variety Trial
• Sensor Based Drip Irrigation in Sweet Potatoes
• Sweet Potato Variety Trial
• Sweet Potato Herbicide Trial
• 1-Row Potato Digger Demo
Cold watermelons and lunch will be served. Meeting details and directions are available by
calling Matt Cornwell at 803-284-3343 or 803-734-0467 or your local County Agent.  
The Sweet Potato Variety Trial includes 14 sweet potato varieties.  Some of the
sweet potato varieties are standard and well known.  While some varieties are
new and experimental and have been developed by sweet potato breeding
programs in North Carolina, Louisiana and South Carolina.
Forty pumpkin varieties from Hybrid Seed Company New Zealand are included
in the pumpkin variety trial.  The trial includes ornamental decorative types, good
eating, and Jack-O-Lantern type pumpkins.
2017 Legal Notice
Nominating Meeting 
For Candidates To Fill Vacancies
On The South Carolina 
Soybean Board
Pursuant to the provisions of the “Agricultural Commodities
Marketing Act” of 1968, and as amended, the
“Marketing Order No. 1a for South Carolina Soybeans”
issued by the Agriculture Commission of South Carolina,
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the terms of the following
members of the South Carolina Soybean Board expire as
follows:
Terms expiring December 31, 2017
District 2 Dean Hutto, Holly Hill, SC
Joe Alvin Derrick, Johnston, SC
The term of office of the members elected and/or appointed
to fill said vacancies shall be (3) years.
The Agriculture Commission of South Carolina shall call for
nominations for said vacancies in the following districts at the
time, place, and date hereafter set forth:
DISTRICT 2 Thursday, September 21, 2017
10:30 a.m. – 11:30 a.m.
Orangeburg County Clemson Ext. Office 
1550 Henley Street 
Orangeburg, SC (803) 534-6280
To qualify, a candidate for Board membership must be a
resident of South Carolina and of the district wherein
nominated and having been engaged in producing soybeans
within the State of South Carolina for a period of one year and
during that period, having derived a substantial portion
of his/her income therefrom.
Under said Marketing Order, oral nominations for qualified
candidates shall be accepted by the Commission.  All oral
nominations for Board vacancies must be accompanied by a
second to be considered for election.  Nominations may also
be made within five (5) days after each said District meeting
by written petition filed with the Commission and signed by
not less than five (5) affected producers entitled to participate
in such meeting.
Any producer within the district wherein nominated who
produced soybeans during the past year is entitled to
participate in the meeting. 
District 1 includes the Counties of Abbeville, Anderson,
Cherokee, Chester, Chesterfield, Fairfield, Greenville,
Greenwood, Kershaw, Lancaster, Laurens, McCormick,
Newberry, Oconee, Pickens, Saluda, Spartanburg, Union, and
York.
District 2 includes the Counties of Aiken, Allendale, Bamberg,
Barnwell, Calhoun, Edgefield, Hampton, Lexington,
Orangeburg, and Richland.
District 3 includes the Counties of Clarendon, Darlington,
Florence, Lee, Marlboro, and Sumter.
District 4 includes the Counties of Dillon, Georgetown, Horry,
Marion, and Williamsburg.
District 5 includes the Counties of Beaufort, Berkeley,
Charleston, Colleton, Dorchester, and Jasper.
Frances Price, Chair
The Agriculture Commission of South Carolina
P. O. Box 11280
Columbia, South Carolina, 29211
Ph. # 803-734-9807
‘Growing Stronger Together’ 
Theme of Farm to Institution 
S.C. Farm to Institution, in partnership with the
S.C. Department of Health & Environmental Control's Division of
Diabetes, Heart Disease, and School Health, will be hosting its first
summit on Tuesday, Sept. 19. This year’s theme is Growing
Stronger Together.
The purpose of the summit is to bring together key farm to
institution players to encourage local procurement, reinforce healthy
food education, and provide the skills to establish a garden, farmers'
market or community supported agriculture program. 
The day will begin with an overview of both the SC Farm to Institution and the Diabetes
Prevention programs. The keynote speaker will be Anupama Joshi, the executive director of the
National Farm to School Network. 
Two breakout sessions will be specific to educators, producers, worksites, food distributors,
and Diabetes Prevention Program sites. The afternoon session will include regional networking.
The summit will be held from 8:30 a.m.to 4:30 p.m. Sept. 19 at the R2i2 Conference Center,
763 Fashion Drive, Columbia. Registration is $10 and includes a local lunch. Participants are
encouraged to bring a healthy canned food item for a food bank.
For more information, including workshop descriptions and how to register, visit the South
Carolina Farm to Institution website (http://scfarmtoinstitution.com/media/summit). 
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Address ads to 
Market Bulletin Advertising.
Address subscriptions to 
Market Bulletin Circulation.
Use the same mailing address
for both:
PO Box 11280, Columbia, SC 29211
Fiddle 'n Pig Shindig 2017
Sept. 9   11 a.m. - 9 p.m.
The Anne Springs Close Greenway's annual barbecue
and bluegrass festival, the Fiddle 'n Pig Shindig,
is back for the 12th year.
The Biergarten and Grand Tasting highlights
many South Carolina breweries. 
The Tasting from 2-6 p.m. offers 
some of the South’s best craft beer.
Biergarten and Grand Tasting, $40.
Music only tickets, $10;                  
14 and under, free. Tasting tickets are separate
from event admission. 
Tickets: Text GreenwayTix to 414-44 
or visit bit.ly/FNPtix17. #FidPig17
Anne Springs Close Greenway, 
Comporium Amphitheater, 
291 Dairy Barn Lane, Fort Mill
For more information visit scagritourism.org.
Boiled Peanut Hummus 
Ingredients:
1 cup shelled Certified SC Grown
boiled peanuts
2 tbsp. chopped cilantro
2 tbsp. lime juice
2 tbsp. peanut butter
1 ½ tsp. hot sauce
1 tsp. minced garlic
¼ tsp. ground cumin
2 tbsp. olive oil
1 tbsp. toasted sesame seeds
Directions:
Process the first seven ingredients in a food processor until
coarsely chopped, stopping to scrape down the sides. With
processor running, pour olive oil through food chute in a slow,
steady stream, processing until mixture is smooth. 
Stir in up to 5 tablespoons of water, 1 tablespoon at a time,
for desired consistency. Stir in sesame seeds. Serve with pita
chips, pretzels, and vegetables.
Sonny in SC
continued from page 1
the Secretary had a great
exchange with some young
farmers from the surrounding
counties. The Pelion FFA
Chapter attended and was
able to help out with
directing traffic and leading
the group in the Pledge of
Allegiance.
One of the f irst topics
touched on was NAFTA.  The
Secretary told the group that
he wil l  take our concerns
back to Washington.  He has
already influenced President
Trump on NAFTA, so that
farmers won’t be harmed
by the revisions to the
North American Free Trade
Agreement.
In his remarks, Secretary
Perdue encouraged our
farmers to speak up, speak
often, and speak loud. He hit
home when he commented
that sometimes help from
the federal government
means “just don't hurt us too bad.” He said he was in South Carolina—one of 25
states he is visiting before Labor Day—to learn from farmers. He’s going out in
the real world to talk to real farmers and real producers.
Especially welcome were the comments from the young farmers, with 15 or
so farmers speaking directly with Secretary Perdue regarding their concerns.
Labor was one of the topics
that came up.  Farmers who
grow beans and okra as a
handpicked crop wanted to
know how they can expand
their business if they don’t
have the labor. 
Questions from folks
ranged from NAFTA to
markets, USDA crop reports
and disaster payments,
to forestry and timber.
Perdue assured everyone
that the 2018 farm bil l
will continue to offer safety
nets for farmers via the crop
insurance programs. Disaster
assistance will probably be
more on a regional level
than in the past.
Interestingly, he referred to
timber as an untapped
resource, even though we
know it is a most valuable
commodity in South Carolina.
Nationwide, the country is
not cutt ing t imber l ike it
should, he said. He wants
to get mil l ions of acres
of U.S. forest working
again. 
Most important, Secretary Perdue gave us an opportunity to be heard.  After
he left my house, he went to Charleston to tour the U.S. Vegetable Lab, and
then he had a chance to watch the solar eclipse in McClellanville at Francis
Marion National Park. 
It was a great day for agriculture in South Carolina and for me personally.
U.S. Secretary of Agriculture Sonny Perdue spoke with several groups of farmers at the home
of Hugh Weathers recently, where they discussed a number of issues. 
Sustainable
Midlands 
to Tour 10 Farms
Sustainable Midlands is
hosting a farm tour in Richland
and Lexington counties from
11 a.m. - 6 p.m. on Sept. 9.
This exclusive tour will offer
a behind-the-scenes look at
the inner workings of up to 10
sustainable farms. This year
promises a unique experience
with the inclusion of niche
products l ike indigo and
chestnuts, as well as a range
of interesting farming
practices. 




Farms util izing the
“360 method” of composting,
rainwater harvesting, and the
use of alternative energy
sources will be explored.
The participating farms are:
Carolina Bay Farms, Fire
Barrel Farm, The Winery at
Mercer House, Up On Cedar
Knoll, Leesville Aquaponics,
Terra Kotta Farm, Meador
Acres Chestnuts, Arnold
Farm, Doko Farm, and





Ticket prices are $10, which
guarantees access to all farms
on the tour. Children under the
age of 10, and WIC, SNAP,
and EBT beneficiaries are
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